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Ms. Kajal Khanduja

End of 2020,towards a better tomorrow after pandemic
It is difficult to say what is impossible,
for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today
and the reality of tomorrow.
As we affirmed goodbye to a roller coaster of a year called 2020, a new hope is finding its way
from the grim fold of despair.Nobody knows what is the future of humanity after the
pandemic. But ’EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE’.As long as we celebrate HOPE....nothing can mask our
happiness!! Our young minds too have their views on the post pandemic world.So, let’s have a
look at their prodigious thoughts on the topic.
After the Covid-19 pandemic, the world lifestyle will change as there will be
certain restrictions after Covid-19. We have to wear the mask, maintain
social distancing with others & hand wash etc. As we cannot trust people
whether they have taken the vaccine or not,lots of improvements are
required in our healthcare system because in pandemic time we observed
that there were shortage of ventilators and medical equipments for the
needy people. Government should introduce a new health care policy for
poor people and should provide free medical cards to them for their
treatment & should also allocate some budget in the healthcare system.
SHAURYA KAMBOJ Due to Covid-19, there was a great loss of our economy. Business was
stopped & many people lost their jobs. For a better future, we have to start
CLASS V-A
a new journey after the Covid vaccine. Due to Covid-19 all the schools &
colleges were closed and students' study was affected. So the education
department decided to provide online education for the betterment.At the
last my humble request that please follow government guidelines for
COVID-19 & wear mask, maintain social distancing and do hand wash.
In the last few months, there was a dark shadow across the world. With
each passing day, the impact of COVID-19 had only grown. Despite severe
humanitarian and social costs, humility continues to persevere. So now we
have the opportunity to observe and study the many changes people are
making day-in and day-out as a means to survive. We can see that there
has been a sudden shift in our day-to-day existence. This crisis has allowed
SRISHTI SOUMYA
people to reflect, learn and unlearn, which can help them make critical
CLASS V-A
decisions to improve their lives. I truly believe that it can lead us to a
better society and to an even better future in the post-COVID-19 world.
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NAVYA JAIN
CLASS: V-B

It is the end of 2020 now and we have learned a lot about this pandemic.
The first thing to learn is to take care of our immunity. We should take
healthy food and nutrients and include some good exercises in our daily
routine.Online classes and work from home are the new culture that is
now an integral part of education and professional life.Mask and habit of
maintaining good hygiene (repeated hand wash) will be a better tool of
protection from various viruses and other diseases.

After pandemic, we will have a better life than during the pandemic.
There will be no mask so we will feel comfortable and schools will be
opened so we will meet our friends. We can play outside and go to
restaurants or hotel and movie theatre. People have adopted hygiene
practices and we expect the people to maintain the same after the
SHIVANSH AGRAWAL
pandemic. During pandemic new lifestyles like online classes, work from
CLASS: V-B
home and meetings from remote have emerged. This will save time,
resources and energy.

AMLAN SHOME
CLASS: V-C

The year 2020 has seen a pandemic which has filled our minds with
fear. We all are waiting for this to end and a new year to begin with
happiness.When the pandemic situation is over, there will be lots of
changes in the world. Our education system, work culture, human
behaviour, social and cultural activities will see many changes.Some
educational institutions can become completely online. Before the
pandemic, it was hard to think of online classes but now people have
started becoming comfortable with this system.Some offices are
planning to work from home only. So, work culture will also change.
This pandemic has taught us the importance of sanitation. The world
will become a greener and cleaner place.We all are waiting for this
pandemic to be over when there will be a new dawn. New Sun will
shine and our lives will be filled with joy and happiness.

When this pandemic will be over then, our personal & social behaviour
will change in many ways like washing hands, wearing masks, social
distancing etc. People will be taking health as a priority. COVID-19 will
speed up the fourth industrial revolution and digitalization of many
kinds of services including public services like work from home, online
shopping, online bill payment, online classes, etc. Moreover, the mode
of transport will change. People will prefer to go with their conveyance
and avoid public transport like Rail, Bus, and Airline. Furthermore, an
Immunity passport will be one of the solutions to travel overseas and
domestic travel. People will have to keep updated medical test reports
of Covid 19.

ARADHYA SARAF
CLASS: V-C
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AKSHAT MISHRA
CLASS: V-D

2020 was near and we were very excited. But nobody thought it would be
the worst year of the decade.In February 2020, while COVID-19 was
getting more severe, nobody cared about it because there were only few
cases all over India. Since the vaccine is expected by the end of this
month, let's talk about what will happen in post-pandemic world. First, I
think places will be crowded because everyone will go out. Second, kids
will go to their friends' houses and other places like parks. School will be
opened and we would be going to school. Also, we can play sports to
practice since we did not play for almost a year. So, the world would be
safer again and we will live with happiness.

Year 2020 has given us that memory, which we will never forget in our
whole life. Covid-19….. Pandemic….. Social distancing….. Lockdown..... all
are new added words in my dictionary.The entire world was locked! Every
citizen suffered in different ways. On the other end, our warriors are
fighting with the virus and saving the lives of our citizens.The end of 2020
shows us hope for a better tomorrow. I am sure that this pandemic will YASHIKA MANDLOI
end in the year 2021 with vaccination to all mankind. We should also
CLASS: V-D
make sure that our animals are not affected by this.I wish after this
pandemic all the work starts with new normal way. We would go to
market, playground, school and meet our friends and teachers. I wish our
life starts once again in a better way after vaccination.

RIYA CHAKRAVARTY
CLASS: V-E

2020 started with new hopes of economic and political stability but the
onset of the global pandemic Covid-19 brought a great loss to human lives.
The world economy shrank by 3% which is worst after 1930. Tourism and
hospitality came to a standstill under lock down. However, in this lock
down period, our nature and environment healed themselves from the
effects of pollution. This pandemic made us realize that no one is superior
to mother nature.With the year 2020 ending now, a new ray of hope is
coming with the vaccines against Covid-19 as well as the understanding to
preserve our nature and a better lifestyle.
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The COVID – 19 pandemic is defining global health crisis and the
greatest challenges that we are facing. The virus has spread in every
country and is impacting citizens, companies, cities and the economy
as well. Every day people are losing jobs and income due to this
pandemic.The recovery from covid--19 has begun and the lockdown
has been lifted in all states to reopen the economy. When we emerge
from this crisis, then the focus must be to take decisive steps to
address health, the economy, and the climate together, recognizing
how deeply connected they are. We must decide to take action to
resolve these problems and bring about fundamental changes. The
present pandemic crisis has accelerated the pace of digital
transformation, with further expansion in e-commerce. Increase in
pace of adoption of tele medicine, video conferencing, online teaching,
working from home is as productive as working from office.This
pandemic has shown us that pathways to a better future do exist, a
future in which we can work together to rebuild things. Now is the
time to protect our planet instead of harming, to ask for good health
facilities and better working conditions, to demand fairer jobs, to push
for a more healthy food system, to build clean and livable cities, to
encourage solidarity between countries and to strengthen our
democracies and institutions.Above all, the pandemic opens the doors
for us to create more compassionate societies that acknowledge how
we all are connected and that our planet should be managed for the
generations to come.

VEDANT BISHT
CLASS: V-E
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MR UMANG SHARMA
&
MS. NEHA SHARMA

With due respect, I would like to take some time to provide feedback about Teachers, School, & Students on how
they jointly handled this On-premise to On-line digital transition & during this pandemic they showed us that
whatever could be the situation, our school & Teachers will not compromise on students' education & future. My
Daughters, Ara Sharma and Riya Sharma are in St. Teresa School, Indirapuram& I can witness the
efforts that Teachers & School have made for this transition. Would like to highlight that St Teresa, unlike many
other schools, transitioned their on-premise classrooms to Professional Apps like "Google Classroom", instead of
relying upon some other unsecured, free non-reliable apps. This was so important and appreciable transition
where our respected teachers were putting all efforts to get themselves quickly educated on such online digital
platforms and at the same time they were continuously following up with students & parents to get them used
to such apps & online culture. Initially, we as parents were a little worried about how this will be practically
possible, but with all efforts from school & Teachers, I can see that my daughters are managing their Sessions,
HomeWork, Exams, etc. so smoothly that we all are now comfortable with this new normal of Online Education.

In this year of pandemic, where everythin went wrong. The positive thing is that our children learned a new way of
learning through online classes. We are very thankful to the school management and especially the teachers who
are working day and night to give their best for our children. I thank teachers for the wonderful work they are doing
for our child's future. Without them, it would have been impossible.

MR GAUSHULAKRAM
&
MS. ROBA MOHAMMAD
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NECESSITY TO LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
MS. RASHI TRIKHA

In this competitive world, learning a foreign language adds another string to one’s bow. It opens many new doors in one’s life. The
ability to communicate in multiple languages is becoming more and more important in the increasingly integrated global business
community. Language is such a key aspect to setting up children for success in their future professional endeavors. Learning a foreign
language creates more positive attitudes and less prejudice towards people who are different. Language improves one’s cognitive skills.
Foreign language study helps the brain in many ways. It allows to make connections faster. Language skills make people smarter and
better. It increases the skills like problem-solving, dealing with abstract concepts. It also makes us familiar with different cultures and
helps us to gain a more profound understanding of our own culture. I believe, inability to speak a foreign language is a disability in this
modern world.

FLOWERS ARE MY INSPIRATION
The appearance of colorful and cheerful flowers gives rise to happy
feelings, and has an immediate impact on our mood. That is why
flowers are brought for loved ones when they get sick. A flower
stands for innocence, courage and selflessness. They encourage the
whole human race to pursue the heavenly realm. The vision of
beautiful fresh flowers has a peaceful and pleasant impact on me,
which is why they have a special place in my balcony and inside my
home. Waking up in winters with beautiful roses, marigold, hibiscus
and petunia blossoming in my balcony, sets a healthy mindset for the
entire day. Flowers fascinate me and are my source of inspiration
since childhood. I find beauty in all kinds of flowers. If I wasn’t a
teacher, I would probably be a florist.

MS. SWETA SRIVASTAVA

' Where flowers bloom, So does hope. '
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